
Q	 What	five	words	best	describe	you?	

A Friendly, fun, hardworking, reliable and ambitious.

Q	 If	you	weren’t	a	specialist	-	what	would	you	 
like	to	be?	

A Gosh, I love what I do, so it would be 
something to do with people... so maybe 
I would be an Insurance Broker or Estate 
Agent...? I am a little bit nosey!

Q	 Favourite	piece	you	have	valued	and	why?	

A The Ashes... my son is a huge cricketing fan...
so when we were privileged to be asked to 
complete the valuation for the MCC I was 
suitably impressed and loved being on site 
seeing all the pieces in the museum but also 
behind the scenes and in the Clubhouse areas.

Q	 What’s	your	most	memorable	moment	at	DDV?

A I think for me it will be very different to the 
rest of the team but it was completing our 
first year of trading...! Or going past 1000 
Valuations... something daft like that!

Q	 What	was	your	most	awkward	moment	valuing	 
a	piece	and	why?	

A This takes me back to when I worked for an 
auction house, on the front desk. A really nice 
lady brought in her engagement ring to sell... 
unfortunately, it was not a diamond much to her 
surprise... after lots of naughty words and strong 
tea with lots of sugar we found out that her fiancé 
had taken the ring to be cleaned 12 months 
previous and he may have replaced the stone.

Q	 What	is	your	most	favourite	thing	to	do	 
outside	work?	

A Travelling with my partner, or spending time  
with my son and his girlfriend... going to fun 
places and I love entertaining.

Q	 What	would	a	stranger	find	most	annoying	
about	you?	

A I move things... I have a habit of tidying  
things up!

Q	 What	3	people	alive	or	dead	would	you	like	 
to	invite	to	dinner?	

A Banksy, Churchill and Michael Hutchence –  
rather a strange mix I know!

Q	 Are	you	doing	anything	fun	this	summer	 
of	‘21?	

A Going on a road trip to Yorkshire and we also 
renovated and furnished a property in The 
Cotswolds so I am looking forward to spending 
some time there...

Q	 Favourite	film?	

A As good as it gets... with Jack Nicholson!

Q	 Favourite	piece	of	music?	

A INXS – Never Tear Us Apart or Sinead O’Connor 
– Nothing compares to you.
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